Sage 100 Evolution Version 8.00 – What’s New?
At Sage 100 Evolution we continuously invest in research and development to ensure that you are kept up
to date with the latest and most cutting-edge business management software. With the release of Sage
100 Evolution Version 8.00 we incorporated your suggestions and considered your valued feedback in the
new enhancements, ensuring to supply you with greater flexibility, efficiency and control in your business.
Our focus for this release is modernisation in the user experience and also architectural modernisation
for our inventory module. The user will be presented with a fresh new interface. User interaction within the
system has been revolutionised with process flows, easy links to reports and a filter to quickly search, find
and open screens within the system.

Areas of change for this release of Sage 100 Evolution:
New Installation

Data Entry Enhancements

Interest Charging Enhancements

New Database Create Wizard

Inventory Enhancements

Rename Utility Nodes

User interface Refresh and
Navigation Enhancements

Customer and Supplier Document
Enhancements

New Country: Malaysia

Scheduled Backups

Report Builder Enhancements

Technical Advisory Add On
Module Installation

User Defined Field
Enhancements

Setup Enhancements

Maintenance Notes
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New Installation
The installation of Sage 100 Evolution can now be done in a few easy steps.

Complete –installs everything available
on the installation, including MS SQL
server, Server Components, Mobile
Service and database scripts.
Typical – installs the most common
program features excluding Server
Components and Mobile Service.
Recommended for most workstations
Customer – installs items as selected
by the user.
Click on the button to select the
installation type.

Prerequisites for MS SQL Express 2014 installation include:
 Microsoft .NET Framework 3.5 SP1
 Microsoft .NET Framework 4.0
 Windows Powershell 3.00
The user will have an option to allow the installation to set the Windows Firewall settings.
After installation there is an option to run Sage 100 Evolution and a full log of the installation is available.
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New Database Create Wizard
At time of creating the database, the user will be requested to select a country. Options are available for
South Africa, Australia, New Zealand, Middle East, Malaysia and Other.
The country selection was previously captured on installation.

The number of screens to create a
database have been reduced.
The default Admin password will be
displayed to the user and the system
will also allow the password to be set.

Once all the steps for creating the database have been completed, the Admin user and default password
as set up by the user will be automatically filled in on the Log In screen.
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User Interface Refresh and Navigation Enhancements

The user will be presented with a
new look in Sage 100 Evolution. A
new icon set has been designed to
modernise and refresh the interface.
Added features to the working area
include Process Flows and Related
Tasks.

System tree node names have changed when creating a new
database.
Accounts Payable is now named Suppliers/Purchases and
Accounts Receivable is known as Customers/Sales.
Some screens have been logically regrouped. An example is the
invoice, it will now be available on the Inventory as well as the
Customers/Sales node.

Screens can be easily found with the new Filter added in the
system tree. Type the required name, it will filter in your
accessible System Tree and list the results. Use Ctrl+Enter to
invoke the screen.
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Quick links to reports are available in the
working area. Simply type the report name and
click Run Report.

Use the Recently Used
section to easily access
recently used areas.

All maintenance and enquiries grids will allow the user to multi
select the records and use Ctrl+ C on the keyboard, or use the
right click option to Copy to Excel.
On the Inventory Item, Customer, Supplier and General Ledger
Account maintenance grids a new type of grid is used to better
handle large sets of data.

In form Navigation available on maintenance
forms to navigate to the next, previous, last or
first records.
Option also available to create new from the
maintenance form by selecting the ‘+’ sign.
Tabs displayed on left and no longer at the top of
forms.
New permissions added to limit agent access per
tab.
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Scheduled Backups





Within System Tools an
option is available to either
Backup or Restore the
current database.
Use Job Manager to
schedule backups

User Defined Field Enhancements
User Defined fields on documents now have the ability to track changes. Previously the field was added to
the document master table, in Version 8, the user defined field values are stored in a separate table. Due
to the new structure, when document user defined values are changed, the changes can be tracked.
As example, add a user defined field to indicate lead time from the supplier on the purchase order. When
the document is created, a lead time of 10 is added. After communications with the supplier the lead time
can be amended to 15. Now a report can be created to indicate the initial lead time and the amendments
made afterwards.
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Data Entry Enhancements
To make maintenance of Masterfile data easier, new Quick Entry options have been added to Supplier
Groups, Customer Groups, Inventory Groups and Inventory Items.

1. Use the multi select option on the grid to edit specific records.
2. Enter new records in the grid directly or use copy and paste functions to copy data from Excel and
paste into the grid.
3. Use the option on the right click menu to ‘Copy Down’ values. To copy from Excel, create records using
the exact heading names of the columns in the Quick Entry grid.

4. Changes will be indicated in red. Validations are done for duplicates and valid data.
5. Save will update or create the new records.
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On inventory items more options are available.
1. Use the grid to customise your results, then use Quick Entry to only edit the selected records.
2. The Price fields are allowed to be changed.
3. In the below example, records were pasted from Excel and changed indicated in red.

Records do not have to be visible in the Quick Entry grid to be
updated. If values are found when pasting that do not exist in the
current list, they will be added

When adding inventory items, normal rules will apply when the record is marked as a Warehouse Item. If
the warehouse is setup with the option to always add new items to the warehouse, the Quick Entry will add
the items according to that setup.
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Inventory Enhancements
The tables that store the inventory items have been modernised and enhanced to improve speed on big
datasets. The time it takes to add inventory items that belong to multiple warehouses have been drastically
enhanced. Processing speeds have also improved due to the structural changes.
These changes will however, impact on your customised reporting solutions.
These changes allowed for new features that were added to the module.



Multiple Barcodes specified per
inventory item



Barcode per Unit of Measure



Price per Unit of Measure

An overall look at the pricing capabilities:





These prices can also be updated using the ‘Copy from Excel’ option.
A new menu option the task bar from Inventory | Maintenance | Inventory Items have been created to
allow the user to directly access the prices of the item.
Prices can be created for the item that will be applicable across all the warehouses.
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Due to the structural changes on inventory items
and prices, data upgraded from previous versions
might contain extra records that can be removed.
In the Global Item Change function a feature is
added to Diagnose the current prices lists in the
database and run a cleanup procedure to remove
irrelevant price records.






Price Update Batches can be scheduled
using the Job Manager
Prices can be updated from an import file in
the batch
Prices can be updated for an item even
though the price list records do not exist yet.
Records for pricing is only added when the
prices are added to the item, not at item
create stage.

Visit the Sage 100 Evolution

Knowledge Base

for a detailed document on the table structures.
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Within the Price Update Batch, values in the grid can be copied to Excel, changes made to the prices, and
copied back from Excel.
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New option added on Inventory
Defaults to set the default inventory
group for service items when
creating a new item.
At time of creating the item, the
group will be set to the inventory
group selected in Defaults.



On a new database that is created,
a new inventory group will be
created by default for service items.

Customer and Supplier Document Enhancements
Find customer and supplier documents easily. Navigate to Inventory | Transactions | Inventory Document
Maintenance. Search either for customer or supplier processed and unprocessed documents. Once the
document is located, load the source document.
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Reprint a range of
customer or supplier
documents using the
Inventory | Reports |
Reprint Documents

Report Builder Enhancements
With Sage Evolution 100 a new version of Report Builder is shipped.
This allows for better formatting when printing to Excel. Column header and column formatting is
maintained. Extra options at time of printing to file allows for more capabilities.





Select XLS Report File
Select Advanced Options.
Options available to print the headers and footers
once

Setup Enhancements
An option is available on the General Ledger Accounts to bulk update ledger accounts to set the Allow
Journals flag. Filter the ledger accounts and update the filtered records to set the flag to allow journal
posting.
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Interest Charging Enhancements







New option added to increment the
reference number when posting the interest
transaction.
The transactions for interest are now
flagged in the customer transaction file to
indicate an interest charge.
The user will be informed if an interest
transaction is posted more than once for
the same customer in the same period.

Rename Utility Nodes
The multiple nodes within the Utility have been merged. A single screen is presented to the user and
changes that are allowed will be indicated. As example, change the Description and Reference values in
the grid.
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New Country: Malaysia

Sage Evolution 100 will roll out into the
South East Asia region with a release into
Malaysia.
Various enhancements have been made to
cater for Malaysian tax legislation.

Technical Advisory – Add On Module Installation
Voucher Management is now launched within Sage 100 Evolution using the UIAPI.
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Path

Description

Sage Evolution Version 8.00.1.000 – Maintenance Notes
At Sage Evolution we value feedback and suggestions from our users and maintain our software on a
regular basis to ensure quality delivery.

Path
Import/Export
Templates
Table Relationships
Transactions
Mail Merge

Description

Reference

Checks added to prevent the deletion of default document types and
document templates
Relationships with alpha numeric comparison values can be added
Import of inventory items linked to suppliers using a code has been
rectified
Specified cast not valid error corrected when all fields are exported for
customers or suppliers
Default settings add for Outlook, Hotmail, Yahoo and G-Mail

EQ17258
EQ18221
EQ19591
EQ21607
EQ17997

Fixed Assets
Maintenance
Reports
Transactions

Assets images can be added and edited
Physical Location Listing Report corrected to not display assets that
were sold with the option to Ignore Sold Assets option selected
Session date is now used on transactions instead of the system date

EQ19898

Unicode characters can be added as values for user defined fields
Date changes will be validated against the company commencement
date and not allowed
Validation added to prevent an agent from being deleted if transactions
exist for the agent

EQ20349

Access violation fixed when importing a batch for reversal
The permission to process if even terms have been exceeded will not
apply to deposits from the customer to settle outstanding invoices
General Ledger Account Transactions report correct to return values
when the option to Ignore Inactive Projects were selected and no
projects were used on transactions
Project fields increased to handle Project codes of length 21
NULL values due to imported data in the POSTGL table caused the
relink to not calculate correctly. NULL values will now be handled

EQ22585

EQ19970
EQ20914

Administration
User Defined Fields
Utilities
Agents

EQ17925
EQ18089

General Ledger
Batches

Reports
Bank Manager
GL Relink
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EQ22316

EQ20941
EQ22710
EQ19992

Inventory
Reports

Transactions

Processing a credit notes and current stock values in negative caused
the valuation to general ledger to be out of balance. This has been
corrected to reflect the correct average cost
User defined fields can be added to the inventory valuation report when
selecting to print the valuation by date
On Adjustments only units that belong to the same category will be
displayed
Items of all types can be imported on an inventory count import
The GP% will display correctly on the info button

EQ17517

EQ20279
EQ21194
EQ21876
EQ22500

Customers/Sales & Suppliers/Purchases
Enquiries
Reports

Maintenance

Customer documents can be emailed from enquiries if an email
address entered on the customer Masterfile
The balance carried over from the previous page have been corrected
when including post-dated cheques
Copying of volume discount contracts can be copied when the
customer groups is linked to foreign customers
The On Hold option on the supplier is accessible and not influenced by
permissions set on customers
Automatic payment and remittance batches will reflect batch lines
according to batch settings
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EQ20017
EQ20099
EQ22163
EQ22165
EQ22645

